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TRAIL BIKES — ILLEGAL USE 
Grievance 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn) [9.13 am]: My grievance is to the Minister for Local Government and relates to 
the illegal use of trail bikes in and around our community. As every member in the chamber knows, particularly 
metropolitan members, the illegal use of trail bikes in our suburbs by not only young people but people of all 
ages is nothing short of a menace. The bikes are used to ride up and down footpaths and to ride across open local 
council parks, quite often ripping up the turf and playing surfaces of local parks. The bikes are used to scoot 
down access roads along railway lines and riders use the access roads along railway lines to break into people’s 
houses. They stand on top of the seat of their motorbikes to hop over the fence of a house and then break into 
those houses. They come back over the fence and shoot off along the railway line. This is all too common in 
Perth. This issue came to a head in Cockburn when a significant number of local residents called a public 
meeting at a local park. The City of Cockburn, the local police and me as the local member of Parliament were 
invited to attend. They voiced their opinions very loud and clear about the behaviour of those using illegal trail 
bikes around our suburbs. The televised rally on Channels Two, Seven and Nine and the articles that appeared in 
The West Australian and local papers brought attention to and raised awareness of the use of illegal trail bikes. I 
thank the Cockburn police for their efforts in clamping down on those who use illegal off-road bikes. Recently 
the Cockburn police, with access to a police helicopter, cracked down and seized six bikes. There is a picture of 
one such bike in The Fremantle Herald, which I recognise as being one of the worst offenders. It is a mini-bike. 

Mr P. Abetz: Not mine? 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: No! It is one of the worst offenders because I have seen it on many occasions ripping across 
people’s gardens and down footpaths. I am very pleased that the police have clamped down and got the worst 
offenders in the suburbs of Yangebup of Beeliar. 

I bring to the minister’s attention an act of Parliament that is on the statute books and was pointed out to me by 
one of the original committee members who helped draft it. The piece of legislation binds local councils to act 
against people who use illegal vehicles, and those vehicles include motorbikes. I bring to the minister’s 
attention—we have had a conversation about this beforehand—the Control of Vehicles (Off-road Areas) Act 
1978. I was not aware of that act of Parliament and its powers. Local government has the capacity to enforce this 
act of Parliament against illegal trail bike riders and it is simply not being used. I draw the minister’s attention to 
section 5(1) of the act, which is headed “Local government’s functions” and reads — 

Subject to the Minister, and in co-operation with the Director General, it shall be the duty of a local 
government to administer and enforce the provisions of this Act within its district. 

That is clear. It does not read that a local council may use these provisions if it feels like it; rather, it is an act of 
Parliament that states that it shall be the duty of a local government to administer and enforce the provisions of 
this act within its district. There is an obligation on Western Australian local governments to apply the 
provisions of the act. I draw the minister’s attention to section 38(3) of the act, which is a critically important 
part of the act because it provides that councils can have people on the ground to catch trail bike riders and 
enforce the act. Section 38(3) states — 

A local government may by resolution appoint — 
(a) any employee of the local government; and 
(b) where the Minister by notice published in the Government Gazette authorises the local 

government to do so, any member of the council of that local government, 
Councils can not only use their rangers as enforcement officers to catch illegal trail bike riders and impound the 
motorbikes and apply fines if they do not comply with the directions of that officer, but also use any council 
employee, and, with the minister’s authorisation, they can use any councillor including the mayor. That is what 
section 38(3)(b) of the Control of Vehicles (Off-road Areas) Act states. If the minister so wishes, he could give 
the authority for local councillors to use their powers as enforcing officers. 
Finally, I bring to the minister’s attention to section 38(12), which states — 

Any member of the Police Force may without warrant stop, seize and detain — 
(a) any off-road vehicle; or 

… 
if the vehicle is in his opinion so constructed … 
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Blah, blah, blah. Basically, that section states, minister, that police officers can go into a person’s home without 
a warrant and seize that illegal motorbike that people have seen ridden by a person who is acting illegally; take 
that, impound it, and get rid of it. I ask the minister to help enforce this act. 
MR A.J. SIMPSON (Darling Range — Minister for Local Government) [9.21 am]: I thank the member for 
Cockburn for his grievance on off-road trail bikes. I start by saying that he is correct that it is a problem in the 
wider community. Wherever there is a bit of vacant land, a rail reserve or, as the member pointed out, suburban 
streets, there will be trail bikes riding up and down. The member touched on the mini-bikes that are imported 
from China, which also make an impact. They can be quite cheap, but that is really a bigger issue. 

Just to step back, in 2009 we did a fair bit of work on the State Trail Bike Strategy to try to get this together. The 
issues that the member raised were absolutely spot on: who takes responsibility and where the responsibility is. 
The police are going through a change in police legislation with hoon laws to encompass these off-road vehicles 
as well. They will also be caught up in this. We looked at a raft of ideas in considering our strategy. It is 
important to realise that one of the key issues the Motorcycle Riders Association of Western Australia will state 
is that there are not enough places to ride, and that is why there is this problem in the wider community. 
Currently, we have in Perth Medina, Pinjar and Gnangara, and of course the big one up at Lancelin where quite a 
few riders go. Those three in the metropolitan area are on the sand, so they are not good places to ride. Riders 
like the hills with the gravel—the harder ground. We did a fair bit of work around that. 
We identified a block a bit further out of Armadale, the Flint block, which is now being worked up. The key 
issue in opening up any area, going to those three metro trail bike areas, is that they tend to become a bit of a 
dumping ground for rubbish, stolen vehicles and everything else. They need a bit of policing. We went back to 
the process of looking at how we can license the off-road trail bikes by setting up what is called a trust account. 
About $100 a year was put up as an idea to go into a trust account, to allocate more areas, to police them, and to 
look after them. All that strategy stuff looks good on paper, and in this year’s budget we increased the off-road 
trail bike registration fee to get more money to do more advertising and promotion. The problem the member has 
raised in his grievance is that although I can go through this strategy—I can license all trail bikes and put some 
parameters around them—a key issue for the industry is that those Chinese bikes can be bought anywhere out of 
a backyard or a sea container. 
Going back one step, it can be said that they are motorbikes registered for off-road use and should be bought 
from a licensed dealer. In that way, we will then get some data about how many are being bought and where they 
are, too, which is the second issue. However, I have a problem. If those people we spoke about who go up and 
down rail reserves had an area set up in which to ride them, would they put those motorbikes on the back of a 
trailer and take them to those areas to ride them around and bring them back? That is the problem. It is 
interesting to hear that the member had a public meeting. I have this problem in my electorate with many hills in 
the Darling Ranges area. It is the same sort of deal. All it takes is to combine local shire rangers, police and so 
forth to get a very good capture on trail bike riders. The member saw that in that news article; they can actually 
be captured. It takes a community to engage with the authorities and say, “House number 26 down that road is 
where the orange bike is coming out of.” That is where we need a bit of what is called community policing to 
make it happen. 

Mr F.M. Logan: What about the act? 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON: Spot on—the act. The act allows for it to take place. Under the 1970s’ Control of Vehicles 
(Off-road Areas) Act, they have the responsibility to take care of it. This has been a very contentious issue. It is 
one of those classic examples of where it all gets a little bit hard, so the authority says that it will not waste its 
time chasing it. That is absolutely not right, but — 

Mr F.M. Logan: Most of the councils don’t even know about the act. 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON: Correct. 

Mr F.M. Logan: Or they are ignoring it. 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON: Yes. I think that is more to the point—they are ignoring it because it is too hard an issue 
and they look at it as a vehicle and think it is a state government issue and a policing issue; however, police say 
that it is an off-licence vehicle not on a gazetted road, so what part of this is involved. It just gets complicated. 
The strategy report identified that a bit more of a cross-jurisdiction to it is needed. 

Mr F.M. Logan: But that clause that I pointed out to you requires them to apply the act — 

The SPEAKER: Right. Member for Cockburn, it is very difficult to have this type of conversation. 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON: I appreciate, Mr Speaker, that the member for Cockburn is raising a very good point that 
the sector as a whole needs to work on it. Down in my electorate, we formed a little working group with the 
Shire of Serpentine–Jarrahdale council on this exact issue. They got me involved as a local member, but also as 
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the Minister for Local Government, to try to help work out a bit of a strategy. One of the key issues is trying to 
ensure the people doing it are caught. The member raised that we need to tell the local government about the 
local government act; it should go out and enforce that part of the act. A local government will come back and 
say that it does not have the resources to that. 

Mr F.M. Logan: They are always going to say that. 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON: That will always be the argument, member. Local government will have that response. The 
interesting part is getting back to the conversation we started about the community as a whole. The member held 
a great community meeting in his electorate with everyone coming together. The member has had a really good 
win, but the eyes on the street will help us. It may be worthwhile the member having a chat with his local council 
and local police sergeant and so forth. I have a lot of water catchments in my area, and water catchment rangers 
are really good as well. They have a bit more authority than others in terms of fines. All three can be combined. 
We did one a couple of years ago in Pickering Brook at the back of what is called Barton’s Mill. It is necessary 
to drive through Pickering Brook to get there. That Sunday morning, we had 76 vehicles come through with 
motorbikes on them heading out there. We got a number of stolen bikes and unregistered drivers—everyone had 
a field day. It was quite interesting to see the people in this industry. At the same time, although we have a 
seizure problem with off-road vehicles in our community, there is also a very well-run Henley motorcycle club 
in my electorate in Byford, which is a fantastic sporting club that is all for motorsport racing; it does everything 
properly by the book. I have to make sure that we reward them along the way at the same time. 

In the short time available, I take on board the member’s concerns that the local government is not implementing 
that act as it should do. It is a very good point to raise — 

Mr F.M. Logan: Can I just make one final suggestion? Can you, as the minister to all those local governments 
and shires, remind them of their obligations under this act? That would work wonders. 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON: I will look into that for the member and see what we can do. I think it is one of those issues 
that local governments seem to be dodging around. 

Mr F.M. Logan: Ignoring it. 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON: Ignoring it—correct. I thank the member for his grievance. 
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